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Klassic Soccer is about going for the goal. It’s about the pride 
in performance and passion for the game. 
And it’s about fun. Serious fun! We’re serious about 
spreading our experience, insights and skills to all, but we’re just as 
serious aboutspreading joy. At Klassic Soccer, it’s about playing to 
be one’s personal best,but even more, it’s about playing to grin!

And it’s fast becoming the “Go-To” soccer training program for all And it’s fast becoming the “Go-To” soccer training program for all 
ages in Westchester and its surrounding counties.

KONTACT US



Klassic Soccer focuses on classic techniques and tactics that are tailored 
to each player, encouraging individual creativity, confidence and 
character. Proficiency and aptitude underscored with a positive attitude 
is the Klassic way for all to flourish and have fun…on the field and off. 

The Klassic Mission or Our To Do List!

1. To create a challenging, nurturing & fun environment. 
2.2. To bring passion, pride and energy to the game.
3. To provide enthusiastic age-appropriate guidance that leads to   
 improvement and enhanced confidence.
4. To achieve the best performance by cultivating an individual’s innate  
 talents and strengths.
5. To encourage cooperation, fair play and team spirit.

Why all the K’s?  

Because it’s fun!  And that separates us from the rest. Klassic Soccer puts Because it’s fun!  And that separates us from the rest. Klassic Soccer puts 
the FUN in fundamentals and the Grin in Win! 
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The Klassic Philosophy or...What’s Klassic About Us?
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One of life’s major lessons is the importance of passion and dedication. 
At Klassic Soccer, players are taught this by coaches who are eager to 
share their knowledge, enthusiasm and devotion to the game. All are 
skilled at fundementals and experienced in instruction, but more 
important, all are genuinely committed to providing a nurturing and 
positive experience. 
 
Malcolm Brown MalcolmMalcolm Brown Malcolm really, really loves soccer.  
Playing it.  Watching it.  And teaching it!  He definitely has the creds, but 
he brings even more to the game… his wisdom, his accessibility and his 
positive attitude. He’s always coming up with engaging ways to turn 
“I can’ts” into “I cans”!  With Koach MB at the helm, everyone scores. 
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